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JUST TO WALK BY FAITH
Just to smile when the heart seems breaking,
Just to be brave when all seems fost;
Just to keep true amidst the falseness,
Just to hold fast when the soul is tossed.
Just to hope on when all seems hopeless,
Just to forgive when the hurt goes deep;
Just to keep sweet after tasting the bitter,
Just to keep on when the way is steep.
Just to forget self and think of another,
Just to find worth in commonplace things;
Just to start over after suffering a failure,
Just to strive for the peace contentment brings.
These are the lessons Jesus will teach us,
But it lies with ourselves how much we may
learn;
And over our efforts, in loving compassions,
Jesus sustains until His return.
—Publisher Unknown.
Selected by C. E. Dick.
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LOST
The wages of sin is death.

Rom. 6:23.

In the beginning, when God created man,
In the image of God created' he, him,
Pure and holy, and true, and good,
With a help meet, without trace of sin.
Eastward in Eden, God also made,
A garden, in which to place this man,
In it, he planted most beautiful trees,
Also fruit for food, was in his plan.
In the midst, t h e tree of life was placed,
And of knowledge of goodi and evil too,
This last, God used as a test for them,
To see, if to him they would be true.
Of the fruit of the trees, ye may freely eat,
Except, of this one, he did reply,
For in the day ye eat thereof,
In that very day, ye shall surely die.
The serpent, more subtile, than all God made,
Came to the woman, with,( Hath God said,
Of every tree ye shall not eat,
And brought? in doubt, and sin upon her head.
God knows, in the day ye eat thereof
Your eyes shall be opened and ye
Knowing both good and evil too,
As God's ye, shalL surely be.
She listened, she looked, she took, she ate,
And gave to her husband, who also ate,
And their eyes were opened, as satan said
But alas! they were' naked, and saw their fate.
They heard God come in the cool of the day,
And hid themselves, for they were afraid,
For they realized when it was too late,
The sin and guilt of having* disobeyed.
So they died the spiritual death, that day,
To all that was holy, and pure, and true,
The image of God they did efface,
Lost, from fellowship with God, untrue.
So death was passed upon all men,
For all have sinned against, their God,
There is none righteous, no, not one,
'Tis written thus, in his holy Word.
But God in his infinite wisdom and love,
Provided a ransom for all who believe,
O let us not listen, would satan beguile,
But turn unto God, and salvation receive.
Jacob A. Reichard.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Grantham, Pa., September 27, preparatory and communion
services, 2:00 P. M. and 6:30 P. M., followed by. a ministerial and
Sunday School Meeting, Sunday morning, afternoon and evening.
A general invitation to all, especially ministers and Sunday School
workers.
S. B. STONER
LOVE FEASTS
Canada
Markham
September 13 and 14
Bertie and Waterloo
September 20 and 21
Walpole and Clarence Center
September 27 and 28
Wainfleet and Howick
...October 4 and 5
Nottawa
October 11 and 12
A cordial invitation is extended to all who can to attend.
HARVEST MEETINGS
Pennsylvania
At the Gratersford church,
Saturday, August 23.
Harvest Home Meeting at Antrim Church, Pa., September 6,
10:00 A. M. and evening.
Woodbury, Bedford County, Pa. October 11 and 12. Services
on Saturday at 9:30 A. M. and at 6:00 P. M. Ai hearty invitation
extended to all.
Ringgold District Pa
October 11, 12
Beulah Chapel, Springfield, O.
October 4-5
Pleasant Hill, O
October 11-12
Martinsburg, Pa., Saturday, September 6, at 2:00 P. M. with
regular services on Sunday.
ANNOUNCEMENT
Canada Joint Council will be held at Markham Distict, September l l , 1924. Sunday School Convention, September 12.
HARVEST HOME SERVICES
A Harvest Home service will be held at the Free Grace church
Millersburg, Pa., on Saturday, September 6, at 2:00 P. M. Also
preaching in the evening, and the' regular services, on Sunday. A
hearty invitation is extended to all, especially to ministering brethren in other districts.
NOTE—The poem published in the Visitor of August 4, 1924,
"My Daily Prayer" was not selected as stated, but was composed
by Sister Sarah M. Taggart. We beg your pardon.

CARD OF THANKS.

The undersigned takes this means of thanking the
kind friends who prayed so earnestly with him at the
Mourners Bench, and who stayed by him till the eyes ol
the departed were closed in death, and the last gurgle was
heard in his throat, and the last quiver of sin felt: and,
" A willing doing of .what needs to be done works wonders, where who were faithful to demand that he really die.
The deceased was very old, bom in the Garden of
waiting to be compelled works only worries.
Eden, and was still quite lively, and often very aggressive
—especially in the family circle.
- There may be a "harmony of the spheres," but without doubt
His name was "The Old Man;" and there was no need
we can help to make harmony in our owij little sphere.
of a name plate on the casket, as we do not desire to even
remember him.
You are here today and gone tomorrow—time is
Gratefully,
E. Sanctified.
short, eternity is long. How is it with your soul.
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EDITORIAL
SERMON
By the Editor
Continued from last issue
In order to meet and stand true amidst this opposition, and that we may "shine forth as lights admidst a
crooked and perverse generation," we need the sustaining power of God's grace and we are glad this is assured
for Heb. 12:28 declares, "Let us have grace, whereby we
may serve God acceptably." One of our former texts invited us to come boldly to find grace, but now we are to
have grace.
This is the assurance of victory and insurance
against failure and defeat. Paul was strengthened and
made to glory in his infirmities, in this assurance "My
grace is sufficient for thee," for he knew that meant the
power of Christ, abiding on him. Rom. 5:17 declares
"Much more, they which receive abundance of grace shali
reign in life."
Grace that indefinable term of unmeasurable privileges, blessings, and power.
Eph. 4:7 "Unto every one of us is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ" and Jno 3:34
bears testimony "For God giveth not the Spirit by measure unto Him," (Christ). So as there was no measure to
the gift of Christ so is there no measure to the grace
given unto us.
To illustrate this glorious truth. The measure of
any commodity is estimated by the limits of the standard used. Some things are measured by the yard, some
by the mile; some by the pound, some by the ton; some
by the drop, some by the barrel. So we see standards cf
measure vary, and while some are small and others large,
yet the waters of the oceans and the weight of the earth
has been estimated. But bless God not so with the grace
of God.
Paul said he was "pressed out of measure" yet he was
delivered and comforted unto joy by the grace of God.
Look at the catalogue of sufferings recorded in II Cor. 11
and 12, but the grace of God sustained through it all.
Thus we see temptation, trials, suffering, persecution, are the standards by which grace is tested, but
since grace is greater than all these it is unmeasurable
and fathomless. Praise God for the privilege of singing
with the poet:
Thro many dangers, toils and snares,
I have already come
'Tis Grace has brought me safe thus far,
And Grace will lead me home.
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May we quote this text once more. "Let us have grace
whereby we may serve God acceptably."
Would that we might hear more testimonies who
have indeed found grace, and are living victoriously.
Then indeed would Zion flourish like a palm tree, and the
cedars of Lebanon. No matter what the environments
might be, we could say, "where sin abounded Grace did
much more abound."
If grace does thus abound in our lives then we are
ready to fulfill the requirement of our next text. Heb.
12:1.
Let us run with patience the race set before us.
Here we find rapid advancement in Heavenly things,
and progress toward the eternal realities.
How few are even determinedly walking, and less yet
have incentive sufficient to cause them to run.
The psalmist had learned the secret of running for he
says, "when thou shalt enlarge my heart I will run in the
way of thy commandments."
Again we can see it will mean perseverance and endurance, fcr it is. A race in which body, soul, and spirit
must engage if we expect to reach the goal. A race not
of a day, or a week, but of a lifetime, but patience is provided that we may hold steadfastly on our way till the
goal is reached.
In earthly races, every effort is made to out distance
and out general the fellow runners, but not so in this
heavenly race, for Heb. 10:24 tells us "Let us consider
one another to provoke unto good works." Here we see
the kindly, helpful, spirit we are to exercise toward those
who are running in the race with us. Indeed it is a part of
the race to "Look not every man on his own things, but
every man also on the things of others."
0 for more manifestation of that divine love, that
Jesus declares to be the proof of our discipleship, "By
this shall all men know that ye are my disciples if ye
have love, cne to another." Consider to provoke to good
works. Many provoke others, but sad to say not to
good works.
Do we catch the truth, Consider one another, to provoke to good works. Consider with the purpose of
strengthening the infirmities, the weak places, the peculiarities of each personality. May the Lord help us in
this.
If we have followed successive steps as have been
outlined, not in thought only, but by appropriating faith
have made them our own, we are ready for the final one.
Heb. 13:15. "Let us offer the sacrifice of praise to God
continually, that is the fruit of our lips, giving thanks to
his name.
Note the sacrifice of praise, which the apostle defines
as giving thanks to his name, and this isr to be expressed
orally "the fruit of our lips" and this "continually."
How well this harmonizes with Eph. 5:20. "Giving
thanks always for all things unto God."
May we ever abide and abound in the place of thanksgiving.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
"BROKEN FELLOWSHIP AND HOW CAN IT BE
RESTORED?
Address delivered at Ministerial Meeting of General Conference at Belle Springs, Kansas.
By Bish. L. 0. Musser
Fellowship brings inspiration; broken fellowship
brings a burden. True fellowship means to share each
others joys and sorrows in the home and everywhere.
Adversities may come yet where fellowship reigns it presents a beautiful sight.
The best example we have of broken fellowship restored is in the prodigal son. Fellowship was broken the
moment he wanted to leave home and it was not restored
until he retraced his wayward steps and; confessed to his
father who was only too pleased to accept him and fellowship was restored. God's people have fellowship with the
Trinity also with one another if they keep filled with the
Spirit.
Adam lost his fellowship with God, but it has been
restored in Jesus Christ. Abraham broke,fellowship with
God for thirteen years and the consequences were he received no message from God but as soon as he built altars
and began to restore worship fellowship was restored and
he again received a message.
We can be restored to full fellowship again if we perchance have broken the unity we once enjoyed, but we
must learn to wait on God. Broken fellowship would be
united more frequently if we read our Bibles and resorted
to God for guidance instead of taking things in our own
hands. In such times we should let God talk to us and not
have so much to say ourselves. If we have occasion to
speak to our brother concerning his fault which may
have caused broken fellowship, let us tarry before God
until He prepares us to meet our brother in the right
attitude.
The best way to gain our brother is to approach him
with tears on our cheeks, showing him we have a heart
of love. There is a sweetness in dying for our brother
that cannot be told in words. It is possible to be frozen
together but we should rather be united in the Holy
Ghost then our fellowship will be complete and lasting.
"What are the evidences of a God-called Minister"
by Eld. Henry Schneider, Merrill, Mich. Address delivered at Ministerial Meeting at General Conference held at
Belle Springs, Kansas.
One thing sure God is calling1 and has a way of calling men to the ministry, yet His ways may differ one
from the other. He may call direct to the individual or
make his choice known through the voice of the church,
but in any case God will make known His will to the
individual. One necessary point is to be careful not to
get ahead of God's people in entering the ministry. If
everything has not been cleared up to you yet just hold
still and let God work it out.
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Everyone that God calls He equips for service and
gives special equipment for the particular duties lying
before them. We need men these days that will stand
true regardless of conditions so that God can use them
just when and where He chooses. We should be sure to
know God's will in all our undertakings, keep our ear open
to the lowest whispers.
A God-called minister needs above everything else
the baptism of the Holy Ghost anointing him for service.
He should always remain humble at the feet of Jesus
where he can always take advice and be willing to ask
forgiveness. There are always mistakes being made
which we need to ask forgiveness. The minister should
lay hold on God and Hiss Word.
A consecrated minister may hear God calling to
new fields of labour and he should be ready to move at
God's command. He should never get exalted lest he
take a great tumble and bring reproach on God's cause.
He should always get the messages by divine inspiration. If ministers spent more time on their knees and
less in reading books their sermons would be more effectual and more souls would be saved.
'Yopular Versus, Holy Ghost Preaching and the Results of Each" by Eld. Ray Witter. Address delivered at
Ministerial Meeting of General Conference at Belle
Springs, Kansas.
<
Ezekiel was responsible for his teaching as
he was informed that those who were misled their
blood would be required at his hands. It is to be hoped
that the ministry present tonight is a Holy Ghost filled
ministry as it becomes the sacred' office.
Holy Ghost preaching comes from Holy Ghost men
and popular preaching comes from popular men. The
man that is filled with the Holy Ghost has a message of
the hour and especially will be awake on the subject of
the '"Second Coming of Christ" in these last and perilous
days. Too many popular preachers are asleep along this
line.
A popular man must sacrifice principle to cater to
the wishes of those who desire popular preaching. When
we get out on popular lines we must deviate from the
truth. Popularity did not belong to Jesus with all His
divinity. He faced opposition and persecution because
He told the truth.
Popular preachers spend a great deal of their time
announcing club entertainments, concerts, etc. till they
have little to say about Jesus.
Too many preachers are behind barred doors with
their lodge colleagues instead of spending their time in
the interest of souls.
It is: true 'that "Like priest, like people" so a preacher shouldv by all means keep clear of worldliness. He
should stay off school boards and corporation positions
as they more or less have a tendency to weaken spiritual
power.
A Holy Ghost preacher will not preach aimlessly,
but will hit something. He will preach on the right subject at the proper time and place if directed by the Spirit.
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The Holy Ghost can do more in a moment than a college can do in a life time. The Holy Ghost preacher won't
get discouraged, but will faithfully labor on in the face
of difficulty and will make folks hungry for the deep
things of God and also be, able tol feed them. He will be
able to say, "'Follow me as I follow Christ. Holy Ghost
preaching! will get results| which are hard to shake off or
forget. Holy Ghost preachers will allow their business
to suffer rather than sacrifice their ministerial obligations and duties. "The weeds will either grow on your
farm or in your ministry", so by all means keep your
ministry clean.
LIFE INSURANCE
By E. J. Swalm
The life insurance question is indeed a live issue
among the people of the world at the present time, but,
what seems much more serious, and alarming, is the undeniable fact, that it is forcing its way into the church of
the living God. Almost everywhere you are accosted by
insurance agents, who profess to be so much interested in
you, and your dependants, that they apparently cannot
rest until they have succeeded in persuading you, to insure your life, which strictly speaking is an absolute impossibility as no man nor body of men, can add one moment to a life when God says "enough," yet young men
(especially) are daily being advised to take out a policy,
and some are induced by the plausible arguments produced, even against their own wishes.
Some one has said that the standard to settle the
question should be on the basis of "the rich man don't
need it and the poor man can't afford it." While this
might be alright for the sinner, who can only view it
from the economical viewpoint, yet there should be a better standard for the Christian than the mere economical
phase of the issue; and,there is, thank God!' His Word is
the Christian's guide, and this subject with all others
should be weighed by God's infallible Word of truth.
Many people are looking to the church for a solution to
the problem, and' rightly so, as itt is the church's duty to
declare herself on this important question, in terms commensurate with the Holy Scriptures. We have a personal
feeling of gratitude to our own beloved brotherhood for
the noble attitude she has maintained in the past, relative to this and kindred subjects, and we shall do well
to continue to be a separated people, refusing to be "unequally yoked together with unbelievers." II Cor. 6:14.
The insurance business had its birth in the conversation of two men many years ago in England. One man
bet with the other that he and his property would not
be destroyed for one year. At the expiration of the set
time he was (by the mercy of God) still living, and his
property was still undestroyed, which made him the winner in the gamble. This suggested a way of making
money easy and they invented, in a small system, the
foundation of the present insurance companies. We can
see from its very origin it fastened the gambling spirit,
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and it does today, regardless of what may be said in support of its position.
The child of God who thinks of the great plan of redemption, by which he has been rescued from a sinful
world, and eternal woe, and embraces the promises which
God who cannot lie hath given. His own, he is in need of
no help from worldly God—dishonoring associations.
God's complete plan of salvation is far superior to the
methods of the insurance companies' anyway. In order to
enjoy the benefit of a life insurance policy you must meet
a certain physical standard, and show indications of long
life, while the man who is afflicted with some fatal malady, and is the most needy is rejected, and his family get
no consideration. What a contrast to the universal gospel, launched by our Lord Jesus Christ which invites all,
without money or price. We may be rich or poor, and
die the next minute, yet He accepts all who come repenting, confessing and believing. The church of God, as she
walks in humble obedience to the will of her Master has
all the system she needs for the protection of her poor,
and needy without adopting inferior suggestions of the
world.
Under the Levitical priesthood the Levites received
no inheritance Josh. 14:3. They lived a life of sacrifice
and faith. God provided for them systematically in commanding Israel to give tithes to them and as Israel was
obedient to the voice of God the Levites were well provided for as was also the stranger, fatherless and widow
who were to be supplied from the same source as the
Levites Deut. 14:29. They had no need of mutual benefit
societies or endowment policies in those days as God was
supplying all their needs and He has promised to do the
same in this dispensation Phil. 4:19. What more could
we' ask for. The Levitical priesthood typically speaks to
God's children today who are "kings and priests unto God"
Rev. 1:6 to also live a life of sacrifice and trust as God
asks each one to trust Him when He saves them, and
how can we say we have faith in God, and yet protect ourselves with the arm of flesh?
He said, "Leave thy fatherless children, I will preserve them alive and let the widows; trust in me" Jer. 4:
9-11. He relieveth the fatherless and the widow Deut.
10:18, also Psalms 68:5 and 146:9 show that God has
pledged Himself to take care of the widows, orphans, etc;
the class the insurance company pretends to be so interested in, but since so great a being as Almighty God,
our Father in heaven, in His condescension, volunteers to
care for those, the world is forever relieved of any responsibility and should be kindly informed of the fact, when
its agents approach those who belong to God's, family.
We must not lose sight of the fact that God carries
on His work through the church, and while He provides
for the needy, He has seen fit to do it, through the instrumentality of His "'called out ones."
When Jesus was on the cross, and beheld His mother,
who was. soon to be bereft of her son, on whom she depended so much, as it was customary for the oldest son
to care for the widowed mother under the Mosaic law,
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He faced the problem many are confronted with today,
but He committed her and the duty of caring for her, to
one of His own followers St. John 19:27. He certainly
did not leave her in the hands of His enemies, and He
does not want His saints to trust in the institutions of
a Christ-rejecting world today.
Very early in the history of the church, when complaints arose because of the Grecian widows being neglected, a system was put into operation, not at the suggestion of the heathen, but by the inspiration of the Holy
Ghost, directing the apostles, by which the widows and
needy could be cared for. Acts. 6:1-6. This was the first
limd created by the church, but is often the most neglected in these days of commercialism, which (sad to say)
is having a very painful effect on the church, and because of this lameness, the lodge, and insurance company
are taking advantage, and are advancing their cause en
the demerits of the church. The "household of faith"
should adhere strictly to biblical methods, on these lines,
then they can face the lodge and policy agents "as one
having authority" and tell them they have a God-ordained institution, which fully meets every requirement; but
until the church gets in order on this point, all her denunciation of the lodge, etc., has but little effect.
Insurance agents usually use enough scripture to influence a person, who has some conscientious scruples in
the matter, and feels reluctant toward insuring, yet not
sufficiently acquainted with Holy Writ, to detect the misapplications made. It is very common for them to draw
your attention'to I Timothy 5:8. "But if any provide not
for his own, and; specially for those, of his own house, he
hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel," but
they are not so well acquainted with the scripture which
says, "But rather let him labor, working with his hands
the thing which is good, that he may have to give to
him that needeth." Eph. 4:28. If this scripture were
complied with, it would create numerous vacancies on the
staff of those institutions.
If space would permit, a harmonius array of scripture could be produced, setting forth in positive terms,
the position of Christians as pilgrims, and strangers, separated from entanglements, which drown men in perdition. If we have been blessed with surplus money, let us
seek the Bible method of investment, and lay up treasures
where neither moth, nor rust, doth corrupt, and thieves
cannot break in and steal, neither will the president, or
manager devise some scheme; whereby the patrons are
deceived, and themselves made rich; a common occurrence these days.
The wrorldly church member may be attracted by
some of these fanciful propositions, but the spirit-filled
have "their affections set on things above and not on
things on the earth" knowing this earth is doomed, and
will "soon pass away with the lusts thereof."
Those who contend for the unscriptural position that
the world is growing better every day, and shall ultimately be good enough for Jesus to dwell here, do not
appear so inconsistent, when they place their trust on
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temporary foundations. We frankly confess, that we are
unable'to understand, how those who hold the orthodox
view, that the world, and the elements therein are sentenced, and shall meet with fervent heat, and believe in the
imminent coming of our Lord from heaven, can insure
their lives, for at least two reasons. First: He is soon
coming as a bridegroom, to catch away, and enrapture the
church, His bride, and all those who are saved, and walking in obedience, will suddenly respond to the sound of
the trumpet, and rise to meet Him in the air, and those
of the family, who have reached the age of accountability,
and are ready, as well as those in innocence, will accompany each other to the great marriage supper, consequently, they will have no need for earthly legacies, which
would indeed, seem insignificant, and second: if those
who have dependants should be caught away, and their
dependants, being unsaved would necessarily have to bv.
left behind; all the insurance money, bequeathed to them
will be of no account, as no insurance company, would
pay off a policy unless the heirs could produce a death certificate, indicting the cause of the demise, of the one insured, and many will be mystified, at the sudden, and unaccounted for disapperance of the saints.
There is a phase of the issue, which is perhaps the
most vital of any, and that is the fact, that God can
teach, lessons many times, better to His children through
adversity, and reverses, (financial and otherwise) than
He can, when everything is going smooth. The sweetest
lessons ever learned, have been given through severe
tests, and thus a Christian, by protecting himself, in an
unscriptural way, may not only deprive himself of some
very necessary lessons, but others as well, who may be so
heedless as to* build their hopes on a mere legacy instead
of on God, the giver of all good.
We think especially of Job, when tested we might
say, to the limit, and how the devil tried to use the occasion, to weaken his faith in God. What wonderful confidence he displayed when the news reached him in rapid
succession of the loss of his sheep, oxen, asses, camels,
etc., then of his servants being slain, and finally of his
own children being killed. Job. 1:14-20. Was this a test for
Job? It certainly was, and we believe none of us, have
ever been tested to the same extent. If Job would have
had everything insured, and his sons, and daughters, been
carrying heavy life policies, he would have keenly felt the
loss of his loved ones, whom he loved so affectionately,
yet he could have consoled himself with the thought and
also told the messengers, "My property was well covered
with insurance, with which I can replace my equipment,
and while the loss of the family is almost unbearable,
and cannot be replaced, yet they were all insured for all
they could carry, and that will prove a source of comfort
to me through my remaining years" but oh! he could not
have proven his trust in God, had this have been the case,
the test would not have been extreme, and the devil knowing this, could have said to God "Take away that insurance money, and Job will not trust you in all circumstances." Job was free from such things and with an un-
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wavering faith, arose and worshiped God; making a the heart of the self-righteous there was bitterness; even
statement, which should be the sentiment of every clean- as when Jesus died on the cross the Pharisees and Sadsed heart, under similar tests, and which would forever ducees and\ the high priest saw nothing there; but when
settle the insurance question for those who take a like po- they saw afterward the power of the cross, it awakened
sition. He said: '"The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken hatred, envy and jealousy. But there are some who have
away; blessed be the name of the Lord" Job. 1:21. Did had a sight of the marvelous victory that Jesus wrought;
God honour Job's faith and trust in Him? He certainly and they look with great interest and affection, not at
did. Just read Job 42:10-17 and the inspired apostle the greatness of the work, but greater still, to the person
James in his epistle points to Job, as an example for us in of the Conqueror.
this dispensation to rely on God, and be patient Job. 5:11.
Beloved, we love to speak about the atoning work of
It is quite common for life insurance peddlers to con- our Lord Jesus Christ. There is no work that He ever
tend that life insurance is just the same as property in- wrought, no matter how seemingly trivial it might be,
surance, and say if you have one, why not the other. In but reveals the mighty power and divine love of God.
conclusion, we wish to say they are quite right in their
Greater than any work; is the workman; and all that Jeargument, as indulging in either one reveals a lack of
sus has ever done attaches us more and more to His
faith, on the part of the individual who insures, and God's
Person, makes Him more precious.
consecrated children need not be lacking on this point
1. Love Awakened by Personal Touch
since "He giveth to all men liberally." Job apparently
After that marvelous victory that David wrought
held them both on the same level, as did also the messengers, who not only tried to use the loss of property to over Goliath then this text comes.
tempt him, but the loss of life as well, but Job considered
"And it came to pass, when he had made an end of
thati both alike were gifts from God, and He had a right speaking unto Saul, that the soul of Jonathan was knit
to do as He pleased with them. This we believe is the with the soul of David, and Jonathan loved him as his
true scriptural viewpoint for every Christian and while own soul." Jonathan was attracted to the person of
none of us may feel we have sufficient faith let us not David; and here we wish to say that no one has any idea
resort' to fleshly arms, but rather, cry out as did the cen- of Christianity who has not come into personal touch and
turianof old. "Lord I believe,'help thou mine unbelief" or fellowship with the Lord Jesus Christ. We could be Budas another translation puts it "Lord I have faith, help thou dhists and not care anything for Buddha; we could be
my want of faith" and God will be glorified on the earth.
Mohammedans and not care anything for Mohammed;
and we could embrace any of the false religions of the
, Duntroon, Ont.
world and not need to have any personal attachment to
the founder of that religion,—but not so with ChristianLOVING, YET LACKING
ity. Christianity is summed up in the person of the Lord
"And it came-, to pass, when he had made an end of Jesus Christ, and if you trust Him fully, you cannot help'
speaking unto Saul, that the soul of Jonathan was kniti loving Him.
with the soul of David, and Jonathan loved him as his own
"The soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul of
soul." I Sam. 18:1.
David, andj Jonathan loved him as his own soul." David
In a preceding chapter we read of David's victory ov- and Jonathan had twin souls and, as examples of personal
er Goliath. This was a partial type of the great victory of love and true friendship, come to us like Damon and
victories. This type is made sufficiently clear to let us Pythias of the olden time. True, unselfish friendship
see the wonderful salvation we have in Christ Jesus. The would be especially remarkable on the part of Jonathan,
great adversary, Satan, like Goliath, had vaunted himself who was a prince next to king Saul. One day, while in
against God's people, and for forty days, (which number a meeting, we were all praying for God's blessing on it,
is a type of the whole period; of the testing time of before the meeting began. Near us was a colored man
Christ's humanity) Satan vaunted himself.
quietly praying there: we overheard a few things he
Goliath was in the valley of "the* oak" or "thel tree", said in the simplicity of his heart, and it impressed us
—the valley of Elah. It was "the valley of the tree," marvelously. For the first five or ten minutes of prayer
which valley is often called Mount Calvary,—it was "the that man seemed oblivious of anybody or anything, and
valley of the shadow of death" where the power of Satan with his eyes closed we felt he was looking up into the
and of the world was 'met and vanquished. Thel Lord Je- face of his Lord. He may have said other words; but
sus Christ, the son of Jesse, was victor: and one whoihas the words that reached us for five or ten minutes were,
been convicted of sin; one who knows that man jwithout "Precious Jesus!" He had not begun to pray at all, he
Christ is lost; the one who has tasted somewhat of the was, worshipping and adoring his Lord. For five or ten
powers of the world to come,—knows how great that vic- minutes before getting to prayer, that man was taken up
tory was, and knows how great the salvation is that was with the preciousness of our Lord. We still think of that
• wrought, no matter how seemingly trivial it might be. season years ago when bowing in prayer that man's adorThe victory of David and the victory of our Lord ation and worship impressed us more than anything in
awaken different sentiments in different hearts. In the that meeting. "Unto you which believe He is precious."
heart of Satan himself it awakened envy and jealousy. In
(Continued on page Ten)
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Obituaries

where he sank. He leaves to mourn their loss his parents, one sister Elizabeth, two brothers' Jacob and John. He was converted at
the age of 10 and received into church fellowship and remained true
NORNHOLD—Bro. Abram Nornhold of near Mt. Joy, Rapho until death. Last winter during revival he was led to a deeper exdistrict, Lancaster county, Pa., was born June 28, 1852, died July perience and was led to take the Lord as his healer. He loved his
30, 1924, aged 72 years, 1 month and four days. His death was Saviour and often was burdened for his unsaved friends. He is
caused by an accident from which he lingered two weeks. He was missed in his home and in the church and Sunday School where he
a member of the Brethren in Christ church for many years. He taught a class. It may well be said of him as it was of Saul "Numis survived by one son, two daughters, one brother and two sisters. ber now and see who has gone from us."
His funeral was held at Mt. Pleasant church, conducted by Elds.
His future plan was to be married in October to Sr. Sarah K.
Amos Sheetz, Henry Musser and Bish. Henry B. Hoffer. Text: Wolgemuth, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Jos. Wolgemuth of Lawn, Pa.
II Tim 4:7-8.
Funeral services at Conoy church were conducted by Bishops
L. O. Musser, H. K. Kreider and A. Z. Hess. Text: Jer. 10:23. InHEISEY—Bro. John B. Heisey was born March 21, 1848, died terment at adjoining cemetery.
July 5, 1924, aged 76 years, 3 months and 13 days.
Bro. Heisey is survived by two sons, one brother and his
One we loved has gone away
wife. Funeral was held at the Manheim meeting house and interJesus called he could not stay
ment a t Mastersonville cemetery. Bishop H. B. Hoffer and Eld.
And though our hearts are wounded and sad
A. B. Brubaker, officiated.
There's a blessed thought that makes us glad
To think while here he did his best
To help poor souls who in sin distress
CONNELLY—Sr. Lizzie B. Connelly was born March 4, 1848,
To the Savior he led where; there is peace and rest
died July 15, 1924, aged 76 years, 4 months and 11 days.
And then Jesus said your work well done,
Sr. Connelly is survived by two step sisters, Mrs. Amos GarWelcome dear Ira to your heavenly home.
man of Mastersonville, and Mrs. Andrew Hummer of Mt. Hope a t
whose home she died after a few weeks illness. Funeral services
Thank God for answers to prayer, but thank him alwere held at the Manheim church and interement was made in the
Hemley cemetery. Bishop H. B. Hoffer and Eld. A. B. Brubaker so for the countless blessings he has sent without our
officiated.
asking.
MARTIN—Bro. Ira Z. Martin oldest son of Eld. and Sr. AbThe people who are doing the most to make life
ner Martin, of Elizabethtown, Pa., was born February 28, 1902, sweeter and happier are those who have caught a vision
died August 6, 1924, aged 22 years, 5 months and 8 days.
His death was accidental drowning in the Susquehanna river, of Jesus.
where he with his smaller brothers had gone to bathe. He had
It is an awful thing to be so adept at shirking that
just waded in a few feet from the shore when he suddenly stepped
one
actually
loses the power of efficient working. And this
into
a
depth
of
15
feet
of
water
and
being
unable
to
swim
sank.
ui/L» o. ucpi/ii u i i u i c c i , u± w d i c i a u u u&lllg u n a u i e t o SWlul SanK.
^ " ^ VVV^W^M.*-^ - — ~ ~ ~.
His body was not found until about an hour later 100 feet from s o m e t i m e s h a p p e n s
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Reports
REPORT OP REVIVAL MEETINGS
Held at the Clear View Church, Sask., from July 13 to Aug. 3.
Our hearts were indeed encouraged) to have our brother, Bish.
M. G. Engle of Abilene, Kans, to answer the Macedonian call
to come over and help us and when in our midst we enjoyed the inspired messages from the Word of Life setting forth a full and
free salvation. We were made to rejoice when we saw souls
bowing at the altar for prayer when they saw their1 privileges in
the gospel of Jesus Christ. Nearly thirty sought the Lord for
salvation, although young in years yet we are assured have reached the age of accountability. A large percentage of these came
from families whose parents have church homes elsewhere, but
we rejoice to help souls zionward. A' few real definite conversions
were manifested. Pray that these souls may continue to walk in
the light and for those whose conversions didn't seem so definite
that they may take the whole way with the Lord. Others sought
the Lord for cleansing and the empowerment of the Holy Spirit. In
all we feel the work has been a blessing in our midst and we were
loathe to give the parting hand feeling ourselves isolated from the
church in general, but we have assurance that those who have
made their robes white in the Blood of the Lamb and obey the
Lord will meet Him in the air when the Lord Jesus Christ shall
come with a shout and take his chosen onesf home unto himself.
N. CLIMENHAGA, Cor.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION
Thus saith God the Lord, he that created heavens, and stretched them out: he that spread forth the earth, and that which cometh
• out of it; he that giveth breath unto the people upon it, and
spirit to them that walk therein;
I the Lord have called thee in righteousness, and will hold thine
hand, and will keep thee, and give thee for a covenant of the people, for a light of the Gentiles;
To open the blind eyes to bring out the prisoners from the
prison, and them' that sit in darkness out of the prison house.
I am the Lord: That is my name: and my glory will I not give
to another, neither my praise to graven images. Isa. 42:5-8.
These words of prophecy came to us, in reference to our work
during the past two months. Surely Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and forever. Amen. One of the converts mentioned in last report is now in eastern parti of the U. S., makingrestitutions and confessions, getting the old account cleaned up
where offences and) wrongs existed. His testimony has been clear
and this brings glorious joy in service to our Christ, to witness
this spirit and evidence of going through.
A Chinese man came through clear, finding1 Christ as his Saviour. Had listened for weeks on street-meetings and after coming
in our Mission Hall several nights found his way to altar of prayer.
Ho looks so happy, he cannot speak much English, at times he
gives testimony in Chinese language and our brother Louie Yuen,
an attendant, a blessed brother in the/ Lord, interprets. One testimony was like this: " I am glad Jesus took alii my sins away, the
blood covers me now, I want) to follow Jesus all the; way, amen."
The work has its joys and burdens, with real heartaches at
times, have entered homes of poverty, sickness and death. One
dear mother who wasl ill the past three years, went, we believe' to
wait the resurrection of the Just, when the dead in Christ will rise
and we which remain shall be caught up together to be forever
with the Lord. We just met her in our hospital visitations and almost a year on a bed of affliction in her home, we paid regular
visits. Her heart was hungry and many times we read the Bible,
taught her the way of salvation and prayed with her. She testified to being ready to go. For a while she clung to her five precious children, aged from twelve years and her devoted husband.
But in the closing months wanted to go and said she was ready.
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We had the joy of having Sr. Ruth Byer on the evening! of
July 31st. She gave us a very searching and tender Spirit-filled
message from the Word on "Going and Praying" in behalf of Missions. She has our prayers as she again is in preparation for her
work for God in India and as she onward and forward goes. This
service followed with offering and closed in an altar service with
two precious souls and the saints gathered about.
We had the blessing of enteraining twenty-one visitors from
various parts, but mostly from California and Pennsylvania. Also
a raise of seven dollars rent for our home which we were sorry
to receive notice of beginning August 14. But He hitherto hath
helped, we continue to trust
Receipts
Hall offerings
$152.10
Bro. Ignacious Ales, San Diego, Cal
10.00
Sr. J. R. Eyster, Upland, Cal
1.00
Bro. and Sr. Bricker, Pa
3.00
Bro. and Sr. Henry Ledy, Upland, Cal
5.00
Bro. Titus Books, Cleona, Pa
7.00
Bro. Hiram Wolgemuth, Pa
15.00
Bro. Eli Wolgemuth, Pa
10.00
Total

$203.10
Expenditures

Table supplies
House Incidentals
ctouse and Hall Rents
Hall expenses and gas
Fruit and sugar for canning
Poor

$ 45.34
6.67
126.0u
18.29
11.55
1.40

Total
$209.25
Balance on hand June 1
$190.14
Balance on hand August 1
$183.99
Donations:—1 box apricots, Bro. and Sr. I. B. Winger, Oakley,
Cal.
Brethren and sisters continue to pray for us. We are grateful for your prayers and financial lifts.
For precious souls,
Maggie E. Sollenberger and Rhoda F. Wingert.
CHICAGO MISSION
With Job we can say, "I have heard of thee by the hearing of
the ear but now mine eye seeth thee. The testimony of our hearts
is, Thine, O Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the victory,
and the glory and the majesty, for all that is in heaven and in the
earth is thine; thine is the kingdom, O Lord, and thou art exalted
as head above all.
What a sweet rest faith and trust this brings to a true child of
God to one who has really seen him and had a true vision of him in
majesty and power. It was our privilege to go aside from the
work for about seven weeks. Ob how our hearts did rejoice with
a true joy as we met the dear saints from the east, west, north
and south who had gathered) at Conference which was held in our
former home community.
Our hearts were inspired as we once more tred upon these
grounds which seemed so sacred to us, for it was there; the Lord
met us and definitely called us into his great harvest field.
We were reminded of that time as we drove through the golden wheat belts, ripe and ready to harvest with heads bending
down in obedience to the sounding of the. reaper. I seemed to be
given a new vision of the vastness of this 'city with itsi three million people to which the Lord has called us. Three million souls
to be garnered in. Well might we say, "What are we amongst so
many?" May it be said of us, we have done what we could.
Though family ties be strong would we not gladly give up all
and go into the harvest field that some of these souls whom Jesus
died might be gathered in.
Will you not pray for us?
i
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Report for Month Ending June 15th
In His name
•
$15.00
L. Heise, Ont
2,00
Bro. Brame, Pa.
1.00
S. Engle, Pa
:
\
2.00
Harvey Frey
5.00
E. Engle, Pa
2.00
In His name
5.00
Bro. Bilby, Chicago
3.00
In His name
2.00
In His name
1-00
H. Schneider, Mich
2.00
Balance carried over
$81.22
Expenditures
Provisions
....$44.50
Flour and Sugar
7.00
Electric Light
-,
5.00
Gas
6.70
Report for month ending July\
H. Kreider, Campbellstown, Pa
3.00
H. K. Kreider, Pa
2.00
In His Name
'.
20.00
Pequea, S. S., Pa
".
5.00
Bro. Engle
1.00
L. S. Saltzman, Graymount, 111
10.00
Lancaster, S. S
5.00
Anna Brandt, Pa
1.00
Manor S. S
19.00
Bro. Kreider
.•
1.00
Expenditures
Table supplies
59.00
Gas
5.50
Electric Light
6.30
Report for month ending August 15
D. H. Bert, Abilene, Kans
5.00
J. Garwick
1.00
Susie Garwick, Coleta, 111
1.00
Sr. McNeal, Chambersburg, Pa
10.00
Sr. Winger
3.00
In His name
20.00
Bro. and Sr. Mann, Evanston, 111
4.00
Samuel Whisler
5.00
In His name
20.00
Offering box
10-00
:Expenditures
Gas
$ 4.81
Electric Light
5.00
Sugar
?.75
Fruit for Canning
10-00
Table Supplies
41-18
Balance
^6-48
Other Donations
Moonlight district, 30 dozen eggs; Sr. Stevenson, Chicago, Illinois, 100 lbs. sugar and 100 lbs. of flour; Cora Albright, Illinois,
dried fruit; Bro. and Sr. Garwick, vegetables; Bro. and Sr. O.
Stump, Avilla, Indiana, 1 bushel beans.
We pray the Lord shall richly reward these who do administer
unto our needs. This he has promised to do.
Yours in His service
Sarah H. Bert and Workers.
6039 South Halsted Street.
MIDDLETOWN, PA.
Greetings of love in Jesus most precious name, also I Tim.
6:12.
I
The one who made it ^possible for us to really enjoy life. I am
so glad Jesus included me in His great whosoever. Yes I ami glad
for real salvation, and for all it means to me. Glad it is not only for
me, but is for whosoever will accept it. It surely has been a safe
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guard to me in my short years. I am\ glad I ever learned to love
and fully trust Him.
This beautiful morning I felt impressed to write a few lines
for the Visitor. It seems of late I have lots of time to read and
study God's Word., which means much to me, it is real food to
the soul.
As time goes on we learn new lessons, things we pass thru,
only make us trust Him more and more. Yes when we think how
He bled and died for us as sinners, surely we ought to live a life
spent to his honor and glory. I am glad for a Saviour to confide in.
Truly it pays to serve Jesus, I speak from my heart. I need the
prayers of God's children, for I feel there is power in prayer. I
want to*i>e true, and be what Jesus would have me be.
Yours in Christian love,
Mrs. John W. Brandt.
LOVING YET LACKING
(Continued from page Seven)

The preciousness of Jesus! It is a day to think of His
preciousness: it is a' day to be like Jonathan and to have
our soul knitted] with the soul of Jesus, for we who are
joined to the Lord are one Spirit.
II. Love Stablished in Faith
Jonathan had been in the army when Goliath came
against Israel^ and we wonder why it was that Jonathan
did not fight Goliath. We had noticed in the wonderful
victory he had won over the Philistines that, although he
had faith, he did not have the kind of faith or the degree
of faith that David had. His faith was the faith that required a sign to encourage it. When he was to go
against the Phillistines, he said, "If something happens
this way, or if it is that way, then the Lord will guide
me." The kind of faith and the kind of Christianity that
needs a sign may be honored by God, and this may serve
in good stead in certain stages of our Christian experiences; but it| is not the highest, by any means: and
Christians who do not get beyond the phase* of Christian
experience where they require a sign from God to guide
them, have little learned what it-means to walk by faith.
When it comes to conquering one like Goliath and
when there are no adequate resources to meet him; when
the: odds are against one; when there is nothing you can
see, naturally, that will enable you to win a victory,—
then it needs a simple loving heart, like. David's, who, as
he tended' his flock alone, learned to trust God only.
In certain stages of our Christian experience we may
have been helped by certain indications and signs, but
God! does not want us to put emphasis upon these things.
Some need a dream, or a vision, or some outward manifestation of feeling; but He wants to lead us to the place
where that is not necessary. In the shepherd lad who
had won the great victory, Jonathan had recognized
more of God than he saw in all Israel. It takes faith to
recognize God under all kinds of disguises. Naturally, we
look at outward appearances. It must have been hard
for the strong and mighty ones of Israel to see a young
man like David win such a, wonderful victory. May God
give us all the simplicity of faith, the childlikeness of
faith—faith that does not require anything but God's
Word and God's Spirit, and then we shall do exploits.
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III. Love Cemented by the Blood.
A very wealthy man was showing a friend over
his house. He had all kinds at- curios from the Orient,
and among the many beautiful things he had brought
from India and other foreign countries was a tiger's skin.
It was not very beautiful. There were some of the things
in that house worth thousands of dollars; but as he was
showing all to his friend, he said, "I'would part with everything? in this house, I would even part with the house
itself, and with all I possess (and he was wealthy), before I would part with that tiger skin." The friend said,
I have seen larger and better tiger skins than that. You
could replace it without spending much money." The
gentleJman replied, "Do you see that spot on it?" "Yes,"
said the friend, "I thought that marred it a little; that
is a stain upon it." The reply was, "My brother and I
were out in India. I was attacked by a tiger and my
brother came to the rescue, saving my life, and in the
fight the tiger killed him. This is the stain of my brother's blood upon this skin. It makes it precious to me."
Beloved, the Lord Jesus Christ not only risked His
life, as did David in fighting with Goliath; but our Lord
gave His life to rescue us from satan> and judgment, and
upon this truth we bring to you today is the blood stain.
IV. Love Anchored by the Covenant.
We do wonder that Jonathan made a covenant with
David. "Then Jonathan and David made a covenant, because he loved him as his own soul." v. 3 We have a
better covenant than that which was made by David and
Jonathan, even the marvelous covenant that is made in
the Godhead for us. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit entered into that covenant; and we became party to it by
yielding and accepting our Lord Jesus Christ as our surety and safety. Wonderful privilege!
Lately a woman came to me and said, "My only
daughter, twenty-one or two years of age, who was a
lovely Christian, is enamored of a friend who is in a gross
error, and has left; me and gone to live with that friend.
What would you do, Mr. Pridgeon?" I thought of God's
covenant, and I said, "Mother, 'the promise is unto you,'
and you are saved, and are you believing for the deeper
things of God ?" "Yes." " 'The promise is unto you and
your children' as you claim, and just in proportion as you
claim. Claim it for your household. When you are in
the covenant and when your faith includes your loved
ones—for God has included them in the covenant and is
only waiting you to fulfil the conditions—then press the
button and the power will flow that way." I said, "Press
the button" in no light vein. Years ago, in Canada, we
visited a tremendous hall which had all manner of electric appliances and all kinds of power to hoist bales of
cotton and turn the heaviest machinery: we saw all that
by the dim light that was burning, when we entered.
There was not •sufficient light to examine it carefully and
we wondered why they did not have more light in a place
like that. It was a tremendous hall and at the end of the
hall, there seemed quite a crowd. It was a greiat electrical exhibit. When we approached the gallery it was
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packed with people and one could but dimly make them
out. There were only a few gas jets burning, that was
all the light. A man held up a little child four or five
years of age. He said, "We are going to show you that
the wonderful power that we have been working with for
years will respond to almost an infant's touch." He
said to the little girl that he held up, "Just press this
button," and in the dimness of the twilight we saw her
reach out and press it with one little finger; and suddenly there was the-1 rumbling of wheels, the machinery began to work to lift bundles of cotton, and, although we
could not quite see it, we knew there was wonderful power in operation there. It sounded as if it was thundering. The, man again said, "Now, that is not all," and he
told her to press another button and that little child
pressed a second button, and suddenly there were all
kinds of lights; arc lights, incandescent lights, brightest
of bright lights—an abundance of light.
God led us there to get that lesson in that short
time, and we endeavored to give it to that mother. It
was to lean her faith upon the promise; and when she
believed God for herself, she could believe also for her
house, and that daughtejr would be delivered from the
power of that darkness through the power of God. The
covenant—it is a wonderful thing!
V. Love Received by Yielding
"Jonathan stripped himself." v.4. He gave up his
robe, hi® outer garment, and he gave up his bow and his
sword. He surrendered to David. Beloved, give up your
garments, your bow, your naturally selfish nature; give
•up your sword to your Conqueror. Say, "0 Galilean, Thou
hast conquered!" It is wonderful to be conquered by
Jesus.
I Sam. 19:2, "But Jonathan Saul's son delighted much
in David." "Delight thyself in the Lord." Very few
practice meditation On the person of our Lord, but there
is nothing that so repays in spiritual profit as to sit down
and think about Him. "Whom having not seen ye love."
We have not seen Him with the natural eye, but we have
seen Him by faith, and it is a wondrous vision. You
may have seen some of the wonderful scenery of the
world, and some of the great people of the world, but
Jesus—have you seen Him? Oh yes, you say you see
Him, but may be you do not recognize Him. It is hard
to recognize Him under the different disguises in which
He comes. Is His presences' a delight to you ?
Jonathan was true to David. Saul was envious,
jealousy and murder were in his heart. Jonathan warned David against his father's cruelty and Jonathan stood
with him. It meant much for a prince to stand with
David. He used the very word "salvation" in chapter
19:5, "For he did put his life in his hand, and slew the
Philistine, and the Lord wrought a great salvation for
all Israel:" This shows the yearning in the heart of God,
and His eagerness to whisper in the/ old dispensation of
the great salvation that was to come through David's
greatest Son in the new dispensation.
(Concluded on page 15)
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Foreign Missionary Department
"The Fields are White Already to Harvest'
Gloven, Darjeeling, India
July 15th, 1924
Dear readers of the Visitor:
"I say it over and over, and yet again to day
It rests my heart as surely as it did yesterday:
'It is the Lord's appointment!'
What ever my work may be
I am sure in my heart of hearts
He has offered it to me.
I will say it over and over, on this and every day
Whatsoever the Master orders,
Come what ever may,
'It is the Lord's appointment!'
For only His love can see
What is the wisest, best, most helpful
What is truely good for me."
I am glad today that I can say these words from my
heart. It means more for me to isay them now than it
would have meant several months ago. Oh how when
we pass thru hard places and deep trials, is the time that
we really know how much our consecration is real. But, I
am glad that it' is possible to have it so, made that when
the tests come we can from our hearts say, "Lord thy
will be done." The Lord has been so good to,me and has
given help when there seemed to be no help. But I am
glad that I have found, what is needed in the. Lord Jesus
Christ. God for some reason has permitted us to pass
through some very hard places out here in the field. But
He knows what is best for us and He will not leave us
though it does seem dark at times. But how thankful I
am that the Lord left us give our time for him. My dear
husband loved his work and I know that although he suffered so much with that dreadful disease, still he would
not have said that we will not work for the Lord in India.
He was so given up to the Lord's will on his death bed
and that is the way he left us. And. if ever there was a
time that I was thankful that we obeyed the Lord and
came to India it was as I was standing by and seeing my
dear husband being laid away in the ground. That was
the one thing that made my heart rejoice was to know
God had had his way in our lives. We did it all for Jesus'
sake.
God was very good in sparing my life for the dear
children's sake. I do want to thank all the dear ones in
the home land for their prayers and the way they held on
to the Lord for us. I know that as soon as the word
reached home, many were the prayers for us and it was
such a help to us to knowl that they were praying for us.
How thankful we are that we have those that can hold on
to the Lord in real earnest prayer. And we know that it

is prayer that counts. It is true that the Lord did not
heal my husband, but then he had something better
for him. When I took sick I told Sister Gayman that I
could not get victory for Henry, but that all the different
words there were coming in of encouragement I felt were
for me. Even before Henry was taken I felt that they
were not for him, but for me and surely it proved itself
to 'be, true. But how the Lord does prepare us for these
things when we let him.
I also want to thank every one irfc the home land for
their dear letters of comfort and sympathy. They meant
so much to me. The Lord bless every one that wrote to
me. I can't tell you how much they helped and cheered,
especially the first ones that came. I was then yet in
my room quarantined. Was better from the small pox,
but could not be out with the others and the two nurses
were gone so I was very lonely. Those days I shall never
forget. Then when the mail came and one time there
were twenty-two letters for me. How glad I was for
them. I am sure you in the home land can not imagine
what you were doing in helping along when you wrote
those letters. But God alone can bless you for it .
I also want to thank the dear brethren and sisters
for helping me in a financial way. There have been different ones that have sent help. I do feel so unworthy for
this all. But God does know how to care for his children
and he has promised to stand by us. His promises certainly are true.
When we look at the need of the field we must
wonder WHY. But God knows why. He has done it.
We must trust him for our work in India. But we do
pray that the Lord will raise up those to come forward
and help fill up the vacancies. He knows just who he
wants out here and I believe He is faithful in calling too.
Will we be faithful to His call?
I am now in the hills at our Rest home. I will be
here for some time with the children D. V. We certainly
are thankful for a place like this to go to. The church
has made it possible for us and we thank the Lord for it.
Yours in His service,
KATIE B. SMITH.
THOSE WHO LOVE HIS APPEARING
By John M. Pike
It is universally believed by orthodox Christians that
Jesus is coming again. "Once in the end of the age hath
he appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself
. . . and unto them that look for Him shall He appear
the second time without sin unto salvation." Heb. 9:26,
28. In his last touching address to his disciples, just
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preceding his death, he said, "I will come again, and receive you unto myself; that where I am, there ye may be
also." After his resurrection, when the little company
was gathered on Mount Olivet, and he had renewed to
them the promise of the Father, "He was taken up, and a
cloud received1 Him out of their sight. And while they
looked steadfastly toward heaven as He went up, behold,
two men stood by them in white apparel; which also said,
"Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into heaven.
This same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven,
shall so come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into
heaven." Acts 1:9-11. More than three hundred times
in the New Testament is this anticipated event referred
to.
In the first three centuries of the Christian era,
while the church retained her pristine purity, the belief
was almost universal that Jesus would return to earth in
His glorified humanity, establish His throne in Jerusalem, and reign with His saints over the world, in millennial glory, for a thousand years; but the gradual apostasy, and the darkness of the middle ages beclouded the
glorious hope and postponed the golden age for myriads
of years. God has never left Himself without witness,
and even during the darkest period there were some
who retained the true light and were inspired by the glorious hope.
During the past two centuries, there have been a
gradually increasing number in whose hearts a fuller
light has been shining, and as the spiritual vision has become clearer, the old buried truth is being brought into
prominence, and at present a great multitude of saintly
souls are found in every land, noting the signs of the
times, and are watching, waiting, expecting and longing
for the coming of the world's promised and rightful
Ruler. Christians of all denominations, and thoughtful
men who are not Christians, believe that the world is
reaching a crisis beyond anything we have ever known.
"The present wars and rumors of wars, upon the earth
distress of nations with perplexity; the sea and the waves
roaring; men's hearts failing them for fear, and for
looking after these things which are coming on the earth."
These things are arresting attention as never before.
Present conditions cannot continue long; they are but the
harbinger of the incoming change. "Then shall they see
the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and great
glory." To the heart in which Christ is enthroned there
is no misgiving or dread.
" 0 children! a Star is shining
Into the hearts of men—
Itf is Christ with a voice as of singing,
Rejoice! for I come again!
"For the long, long night is passing,
And there cometh the golden day;
I come to my own who love me,
To take them all away.
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"It may be today or tomorrow,
Soon it will surely be;
Then past are the tears and the sorrow—
Then Home forever with me."
The true disciple, with loving, longing heart, will
gladly greet his coming Lord, for he "will love his appearing." It will therefore be interesting and profitable
to inquire who will love his appearing ?
1. This will include all who love His person, His
character and His companionship. When Jesus is presented to the believing heart by the Holy Spirit, as He is
revealed in the Scriptures. He becomes the fairest
among ten thousand, and the one altogether lovely. History gives us beautiful illustrations of human love which
are most striking and commendable; but after all, it is
but human and, imperfect. When divine love is implanted in the heart by the Holy Spirit, it easily becomes the
greatest thing in the world. A heart filled with the love
of Christ is "joy unspeakable and full of glory." It would
be a small thing to sacrifice life itself for the one so tenderly loved. Faber says:
"I love'thee so, I know not how
My transports to control,
Thy love is like a burning fire
Within my very soul.
Burn, burn, oh, love within my heart
Burn fiercely night and day
Till all the dross of earthly love
Is burned and burned away."
A young preacher lay in a semi-unconscious condition, some time before he passed away. His loved ones
tried to secure recognition from him. His father, mother,
wife and child, each one in turn asked, "Do you know
me?" To each one he replied, "No." Then someone asked,
"Do you know Jesus?" Instantly he replied, "Yes, I
know Jesus. I love Him with all my heart. I will soon be
with Him." We can imagine the supreme delight that
would thrill the soul of that departing one, when for the
first time, he saw the King in His beauty. Alike in his
nature, feeling, disposition, tastes, desires, and in perfect harmony with the will of Christ, nothing in all the
universe could give him greater joy, than the presence of
Christ he loved. He would love his appearing.
2. Those who love His appearing will be found
gladly keeping His Commandments and doing His; will as
He reveals it. "If ye love me, keep my commandments."
One of our Lord's latest and most important commands
was, "Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel
to every creature." Mark 16:15. In connection with the
fulfillment of this command He gives us some intimation
of the time of His appearing. "And this gospel of the
kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness
unto all nations; and then shall the end come." Matt.
24:14. Herein lies the ground of encouragement given
to His faithful workers in relation to his return. No in-
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timation is given that they are required to work on, all
down the ages, until all the nations and all the individuals shall hear, receive, believe and be saved by the
Gospel. At the rate we have been going forward, millions of years would not be sufficient to accomplish that
task. The church is to preach the gospel as a witness to
all the nations, then shall the end come. Herein we have
the inspiration and stimulus to giving and working for
missions. When the church has fulfilled this commission, Jesus is coming again. In these latter days, when
many sections are enjoying gracious heavenly refreshings, a tremendous impetus is being given to the mission
cause. The work is nearly completed. Hundreds of
faithful hearts who love his appearing are hastening
away to the mission fields, for they are anxious to have
some part in bringing back the King. Every true lover
of Jesus will be glad to have a part in this great work
upon which he has set his heart, and as soon as it is
accomplished, he will appear and call the weary workers
home. They will love his appearing.
3. All who love his appearing will be continually expecting and longing for His coming. The design of the
present dispensation is not the universal conversion of
the world; but "God at the first did visit the nations to
take out of them a people for his name." Acts 15:14. The
church is the elect body, and will comprise the Bride
cf Christ. "We are members of his body, of his flesh,
and of his bones. . . . This is a great mystery; but I
speak concerning Christ and the church." Eph. 5:30, 32.
The pure, virtuous, loving young woman, who has.plighted her faith to the man of her choice, and has accepted
his word, that he is coming on the appointed day to make
her his bride, will be continually expecting and longing
for his coming. He will naturally fill the whole horizon
of her desires, and her heart will be filled with joyful anticipation of his presence. So the true members of the
church of God will be expecting, looking for, and longing for the coming of the Bridegroom of the soul. That is
the day for which all other days are made. That will
be the crowning day for all the saints of God. "Let us be
glad and rejoice, and give honor to Him; for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and His wife hath made herself ready." She loves his appearing.

GOOD ADVICE TO THE YOUNG BY AN EXPERT.
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great apostle. He particularly admonishes the young
man Timothy concerning a number of things. One is
that he "give attendance to doctrine." And if such advice was necessary in that early period of the Christian
church, it is no less so now, and possibly even more essential. Many, indeed, are being "carried about with every wind of doctrine." It is both painful and alarming
to what a great degree many persons have been led astray from the fundamental doctrines of the Holy Scriptures.
Young people should seek to fortify themselves
against false doctrines by an ever-increasing familiarity with the Word of God. And in doing so they should
implore the help of the Holy Spirit. Our inspired expert's warning words are, "Take heed unto the doctrine."
He had referred to the fact of "seducing spirits and doctrines of devils." Oh how many doctrines or isms are
the product of satan! And some are so adroitly embellished as to conceal their deadly poison. This is especially true of so-called Christian Science, Theosophy, etc.
Beware of their insidiousness!
And still addressing the youthful Timothy, the same
wise and solicitous apostle exhorts, "Be thou an example
of the believers, in word, in conversation, in charity, in
spirit, in faith, in purity." What a brilliant galaxy of moral luminaries! And as if to give special emphasis to the
same, the Holy-Ghost-inspired expert says, "Take heed
unto thyself." He knew the temptations of the young.
He knew that even the very godly need constantly to
watch and pray against propensities and passions appertaining to human nature. And, accordingly, he specifies,
"Flee youthful lusts." By this he doubtless not only
meant impurity in the realm of thought, but also all
forms of carnal pride and wrong ambitions. A young
preacher once said' to me. "I want to be an orator." That
was an outcropping of lust for great influence or power
for self-gratification. How infinitely better to desire to
be a soul-winner than to have the highest praise or honor that can be bestowed by men! Of course young women
also have temptations and improper ambitions peculiar
to their sex.

It were well to give special and devout consideration
to each one of the lovely qualities enumerated above by
the apostle to Timothy. But when he speaks of being
The expert is the apostle Paul. No one is more com"an example" or exponent of them, one would think that
petent than he to give good advice. Marvelous in a
the highest degree of success had been achieved. And
highly trained and sanctified intellect, richly endued with
while in the estimation of others, dear reader, you may
the graces and gifts of the Holy Spirit, old and young do
have reached the zenith of excellence, yet when you comwell to sit at his feet for instruction pertaining to
pare it with the lofty character of the One "without
Christian doctrine and holy living.
spot," you will often find yourself yearning and prayBut more especially to young persons do I wish to ing for a still greater likeness to the blessed Lord Jesus
point out some of the highly important counsel of the Christ.—In Way of Faith.
By A. W. Orwig, Los Angeles
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LOVING YET LACKING
(Continued from page 11)

Again, in I Sam. 20:4, Jonathan tells David he will
do all his desire. "Then said Jonathan unto David, Whatsoever thy soul desireth, I will even do it for thee." My
God give us that kind of yielding to our Lord! Some
Christians do only the thing that God commands, and go
no further than that. They say, "I am going to the
theatre because there is nothing in the Bible that says,
'Thou shalt not go to the theatrei' " May God bring us
further on than to be in a religion of a "Thou shalt not."
Do what he desires you to do, not only what He commands you to do. Beloved, do what will please Him.
Then Jonathan so stood with David that Saul was
angered and nearly killed him. Jonathan risked his life
in his fidelity (while Saul in his anger would slay David)
and he steals out to meet with David—secret meeting
—doing that at great risk, not only to his reputation,
but also to his life. David is alone in the wood like a
hunted bird. Jonathan leaves home and goes out to
strengthen David's hand in the wood. This is a great risk
and a wonderful friendship for a prince. Jonathan seeks
to communicate at any cost with David at this time.
Jonathan has spiritual perception ,at least to a certain
degree. He sees that David is going to be king, and
seo[s the wonderful destiny of David. It took unselfishness on the part of Jonathan to be loyal to David.
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our own shortcomings, we can have the mighty blessing
and power of God.
Jonathan was not by David's side, he stayed at court
with his father. He could not lejave his father for David's
sake. It was a motely crowd that assembled around David. About four hundred went down to the cave of Adullam. Some of them were dissatisfied with the lack of
spirituality around Saul and they wanted to get to a place
whdre they could have spirituality. There were some who
were in debt and they came because they were in debt.
They were outlaws, they were "broke"; and they oould
not be received into fashionable society in Saul's court—
they did1 not have enough money to dress up to it, and
so they came to David. They were outlaws who had committed crimes. They found something in David that
attracted them and they said, "We will go too." Some
who wejre counted wicked went down there. It was a
motely crowd. We are glad that the family of David, his
father and mother, went down: they believed him sufficiently. They had seen the anointing and they were with
him. He may havef had to take them there or perhaps
Saul would have killed them. Oh, what it would have
meant if only Jonathan had been there! See what he
could have done, the help he could have beeih!
Myj dear friends, God wants us. as Christians to separate ourselves from worldliness and ,sin. We have business with worldly people only when we go to thcjm to
help them. Many Christians cannot stand the loss of
reputation in the eyes of the world, which comes from
being in the cave of Adullam. They will miss the glory.
They will be found dead, but not with David's greatest
Son. They will miss the reward. Jonathan had wonderful love, but not quite enough. We do not want to spoil
all the beautiful associations about Jonathan, but in the
Word of God we read that Jonathan went and strengthened the hands of David and then—Jonathan wetat back into the city. Oh, that he had stayed out with David! The
only place of safety is with David, our King. The only
place of reward is with Him. Paul says that he was
counted the offscouring of the world, and the world has
not changed, beloved. It may put out better garments,
it may be better educated; but the heart of this world has
not changed. Oh! how the spirit of worldliness creeps
into Christians and keeps them from being meejk and
lowly of heart, willing for any service, willing to be despised for the sake of Jesus. If Jonathan had kept his
covenant and gone far enough he would have reigned
with David and David would have bad him with him all
the time. Jonathan missed it. We believe Jonathan was
saved, but oh, what he lost!

VI. Love Proved by Sacrifice
If Jonathan had only kept on! We have) noticed that
when David went down to the cave of Adullam, Jonathan was not there with him. Jonathan said, in substance, "David, you are to be king and I will be\ next to
you; I will be satisfied to be second and you to be first."
But Jonathan, with all his love^—we' are sorry to say it—
Jonathan failed. We do not know what complication
came,—whether Saul wanted Jonathan with him; but' we
know that Jonathan saw that David was God's choice and
that Saul had beejn rejected. He saw that and he clearly
saw it. He saw that David was to be king. 0 beloved,
it is wonderful to have fellowship with thei coming king!
This world does not see that Jesus is the coming King;
and there are many, like Jonathan, not willing, although
they love David and havej made a covenant, and will go
a part of the way, they will miss reigning with Jesus.
Jonathan, as we read in the thirty-first chapter, was
found dead by the side of Saul in battle. He was not
with David, he was with Saul. There are many that
will seejk: fellowship, coming at night like Nioodemus, and
secretly going out into the wood like Jonathan, who will
not fully identify themselves with the Saviour, Christ.
Jonathan indeed loved David "as his own soul":
They will not give up worldly friends or associations for
the deep, intimate union they may have with the Lord but the Lord Jesus Christ gave] for us more than "His
own soul"; He gave soul, body and Spirit) upon the cross,
Jrjsus Christ.
Oh, it is the little flock, the despised ones—it is and gives Himself—all of Himself—to each one of us who
those that go to the cave of Adullam out of whom the will fully yield soul, body and spirit to His love.
Yield all to the One who only can save and can fill
Lord will choose the future rulers in fellowship with Him.
Beloved, if we are despisejd and even spoken against, if it your life on earth with that which is enduring and for
is for the sake of Jesus, and not simply for the sake of eternity.—Tract.
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Have You

A Missionary Martyr

Dear Readers:
When the news of the
home-going of our dear
brother, Eld. H. L. Smith,
of our India Mission, reached you a short time ago, I
am sure you shared our
mutual sorrow, and no
doubt with us shed hot
•burning (tears of sympathy and sorrow, and down
in the depth of your heart
you resolved a deeper consecration, a greater sacrifice, and a more loyal cooperation to the cause of
missions than ever before.

Responded?
what others think of the
Book:
"It is a masterly work,
worthy of the thoughtful consideration of every seeker after the truth."—Dr. E. Porter,
L. L. D., Pres. Potomac University, Washington, D. C.
"I believe practically every
word of it." Rev. J. I. MacDonald, M. R. A. S., Ex-Editor
Citadel of Truth, England.
"The Book is the Work 01 a
master mind." Prof. J. A.
Climenhaga, B. D. Bulawayo,
S. Africa.

The Opportunity
is Offered YOU
Now

You are entreated right
|now to put those resolutions into effect, YOU
POSSIBLY K N O W that
just before Bro. Smith returned to India he published a Book called "Bible
Doctrine" as illustrated
herewith and, this is truly
a wonderful presentation of
the doctrines found in the
Holy Scriptures. The following testimonies show

to secure one or more copies of this wonderful work
and to help encourage the
heart of our widowed sister, who is still on the
field.

THIS IS THE PLAN
We have taken over the
remaining books and we
are going to sell these
BOOKS AND GIVE EVTHE LATE ELD. H. L. SMITH AND FAMILY
ERY CENT OVER AND
of India. A reproduction of the above in a beautiful
folder free with every book purchased.
ABOVE THE COST OF
PRINTING AND MAILING TO SR. SMITH There are about five hundred (500) of these books on hand and you will certainly want one
or more copies of this wonderful work, "For yourself and for your children." Send your* order NOW! Don't
delay, it may be too late. If you are a subscriber to this paper, you need not send the money with the order.
Send for the book now and pay anytime between now and January 1, 1925.
Does your son or daughter have a copy of this Book?
They need it. Why not secure one now?
m
Single Copies, postpaid
2 or More "
- - - each,
5 or More "
" . . . each,
10 or More " (Not prepaid) - each,

$2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25

E. V. Publishing House
NAPPANEE, INDIANA
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